
NIKOLAJ BRUUN
”THE UNEXAMINED LIFE IS NOT WORTH LIVING” 

With more than 25 years of experience in both Danish and international business, Nikolaj Bruun has built a 
solid basis within leadership and management in both national and international organisations. Nikolaj has 
held positions such as Director of Sales, General Manager and Technology Manager. Through this Nikolaj 
has achieved extensive knowledge and experience within business development, organisations and people 
management, including a high level of understanding and hands-on within cross cultural behaviours in 
teams.

Nikolaj has extensive experience from R&D and high-volume production companies within hi-tech, elec-
tronics and IT, covering both software and hardware. He also has experience in business development 
as well as international B2B sales and marketing in Europe, Asia and in the US. Furthermore, Nikolaj has 
advised and supported start-up companies in Denmark. 

Nikolaj holds a Masters in Electronic Engineering, a bachelor in economics and a degree in psychotherapy. 
He has supplemented this with further training within leadership and personal development, organization-
al development, Mindfulness and coaching.
 
Within his role as process and organizational consultant Nikolaj has worked with Change Management, 
Leadership Development, Culture Development, Value Implementation, Conflict Handling, Coaching, Feed-
back and Mindfulness. This work has been with both individuals and with teams.          
            
The main purpose for Nikolaj is to help people bring forward their full potential and talents through 
psychology, coaching and mental training and thereby support the building of strong relationship compe-
tences within the workspace.

EDUCATION
Master of Science in Electronic Engineering  
Bachelor in economics 
Psychotherapist & coach
Mindfulness instructor 

WORK EXPERIENCE 
R&D and project management . Force Technology, 6 years
Leadership and people management . Nokia Danmark, 8 years 
General Manager . Ethertronics, 2 years
Coaching and mental training . ZenDanmark, 6 years
Director Sales & Marketing . Foxconn, 3 years
Business development . Grow Networks, 2 years
Process Consultant . NikolajBruun ApS, 4 year
Chairman of the board  . The Learning Prison, 3 years 
Co-founder and Chairmann . Aftentider.dk, 2 years 

NIKOLAJ@NIKOLAJBRUUN.COM . +45 2259 5658


